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SUMMARY
A large body of literature exists on the filter design problem, assuming that the system to be filtered is known.
However, in most practical situations, the system is not known, but a set of measured data is available. In
such situations, a two-step procedure is typically adopted: a model is identified from this data set, and a filter
is designed based on the identified model. In this paper, we consider an alternative approach, which uses the
available data not for the identification of a model, but for the direct design of the filter. Such a direct design
is investigated within a parametric-statistical framework for both the cases of linear time-invariant and nonlinear systems. The noise is assumed to be stochastic, and optimality refers to minimizing the estimation
error variance. It is shown that the direct design has superior features with respect to the two-step design,
especially in the presence of modeling errors. Another relevant advantage of the direct design over the twostep procedure is that minimum variance (Kalman) filters for nonlinear systems are, in general, difficult to
derive and/or to implement. On the contrary, the direct approach allows for a very efficient filter design. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed direct design, two examples are presented: the first is related
to estimation of the Lorentz chaotic attractor; the second, involving real data, is related to estimation of
vehicle yaw rate. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received 19 November 2010; Revised 27 May 2011; Accepted 27 June 2011
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a nonlinear discrete-time system S , described in state-space form:


x t C1 D F x t ,e
ut C wxt


e
y t D Hy x t ,e
ut C wyt


ét D H´ x t ,e
ut C w´t
t

nx

t

nu

t

(1)
ny

where x 2 X  R is the state, e
u 2 U  R is the known input, e
y 2 Y  R is a measured
output, ét 2 Z  Rn´ is the variable to estimate, wxt is the process noise, wyt and w´t are output
noises, the functions F , Hy and H´ are differentiable on X  U .
The problem is to design a filter that, operating on e
u and e
y  ,  6 t , gives an (possibly optimal
t
in some sense) estimate of the variable é .
Optimal solutions to this problem have been derived in the case where the functions F , Hy and
H´ are linear, under different assumptions on noise and optimality criteria. In the case of stochastic
noises, the Kalman filter minimizes the estimation error variance [1–4]. In the case where the noise
and the variable ét belong to normed spaces, the H1 filter minimizes the induced norm from `2
to `2 , the H2 filter minimizes the induced norm from `2 to `1 , the `1 filter minimizes the induced
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norm from `1 to `1 [5–8]. In the case of nonlinear functions F , Hy and H´ , optimal filters are, in
general, hard to derive, and the usual approach is to obtain approximate solutions such as extended
Kalman filters [1–3], unscented Kalman filters [9], ensemble filters [10], particle filters [11–13].
In all these works, the equations (1) describing the system to be filtered are assumed to be known.
However, in most practical situations, the system equations are not known, and a two-step procedure
is adopted: (1) a model of S is identified from data; and (2) a filter is designed from the identified
model. Note that, except for particular cases where H´ is actually known, measurements not only
of e
y t but also of ét are needed in step 1 to have a sufficiently informative data set for model identification. Then, not a problem of filter design from known system has to be solved, but a problem of
filter design from data (FD2). Note that the latter problem is more general than the former one.
As previously noted, the usual approach to solve the FD2 problem is a two-step procedure, based
on model identification from data and filter design from the identified model. However, this procedure is, in general, far from being optimal, as a result of the following reasons: (1) only an
approximate model can be identified from measured data, and a filter which is optimal for the
identified model may display a very large estimation error when applied to the real system; and
(2) in the case of nonlinear system, designing a computationally tractable optimal filter is, in general, very difficult, and most of the times only approximate filters can be derived, whose stability is
not even guaranteed. Evaluating how these two sources of approximation affect the filter estimation
accuracy is a largely open problem. Note that robust filtering does not provide, at present, an efficient solution to the FD2 problem. Indeed, the design of a robust filter is based on the knowledge
of an uncertainty model, for example a nominal model plus a description of the parametric uncertainty. However, identifying reliable uncertainty models from experimental data is an open problem,
especially for nonlinear systems. Moreover, in the case of nonlinear systems, designing a computationally tractable robust filter is, in general, hard (see [14, 15]) and only approximate filters are
commonly used [16, 17].
In this paper, an alternative approach is developed, which overcomes all these issues. This
approach uses measured data not for the derivation of a model, but for the direct design of the filter.
Indeed, the desired solution of the FD2 problem is a causal filter mapping .e
u,e
y  / ! b́t ,  6 t ,
t
t
producing as output an estimate b́ of é , enjoying some optimality property of the estimation error
ét  b́t . Thus, the idea is to directly design a filter from the available data, via identification of a
filter that, using the inputs .e
ut,e
y t / gives an output b́t , which minimizes the desired criterion for
evaluating the estimation error ét  b́t . Such a filter is indicated as Direct Virtual Sensor (DVS).
The direct approach thus represents a paradigm shift in filter design, which allows us to design optimal filters even for nonlinear systems, overcoming critical problems such as model uncertainty and
nonlinear filter approximation.
The direct approach has been developed within a Set Membership framework for linear timeinvariant (LTI) systems [18], linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems [19], and nonlinear systems
[20]. Practical applications can be found in [21–25].
In the present paper, the direct approach is developed within a parametric-statistical framework
for both the cases of LTI and nonlinear systems. The noises wxt and wyt , are assumed to be stochastic, a parametric filter structure and a Prediction Error (PE) method [26] are used for DVS design,
and an optimality notion related to minimizing the estimation error variance is considered. In both
the cases of LTI and nonlinear systems, an optimal DVS is derived and compared with the filter
obtained by means of the standard two-step procedure, based on model identification and minimum
variance filter design. It is shown that even in the most favorable situations for the two-step procedure, that is when the system S belongs to the model structure selected for identification and the
minimum variance filter can be actually designed for the identified model, the DVS has estimation
error variance no greater than the two-step filter. Moreover, in the presence of modeling errors, the
DVS, although not absolutely optimal, is the minimum variance estimator among the selected filter
class. A similar result is not assured for the two-step filter, whose performance deterioration caused
by the modeling errors may be significantly larger.
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It must be remarked that the contribution of this paper is not related to system identification but
to filter design, and that the main result obtained is showing that the direct approach is more effective than the two-step approach, in both the linear and nonlinear cases. It must also be noted that,
whereas here the direct approach is developed within a parametric-statistical framework, in [18],
[19], and [20], the direct approach has been developed within a Set Membership framework, where
the noises have been assumed unknown but bounded, and no parametric filter structures have been
used. Moreover, in [18, 19], and [20], no comparison with the two-step approach have been carried
out.
Two examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed direct approach: the
first, involving simulated data, is related to estimation of the Lorenz chaotic attractor; the second,
involving real data, is related to estimation of vehicle yaw rate.

2. OBSERVABILITY NOTIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, some notations and observability notions used in the paper are introduced. Moreover,
some preliminary results basic for the derivation of the optimal DVSs are presented.
First, the case where the noises wxt and wyt in Equation (1) are null is considered. The input and
the output of the system (1) corresponding to null noises are denoted by ut and y t , respectively.
Several definitions of observability can be found in the literature, see for example [27–31]. In
this paper, we use a notion of observability, similar to those considered in [29, 30], and to the
notion of state reconstruction in [32, 33]. Let us introduce the following notation to indicate function
composition:
.
F k .x/ D F .F .: : : F .x/ : : ://,
„ ƒ‚ …

.
Hy F .x/ D Hy .F .x//.

k times

Let us define the map
2
 . 6

6
 x t , ut , r D 6
4



Hy x t , ut

Hy F x t , ut , ut 1
..
.


Hy F r1 x t , ut , ut 1 , .., ut rC1

3
7
7
7.
5

Note that ., , r/ W Rnx Crnu ! Rrny and that, for given u 2 Rrnu , ., u, r/ W Rn ! Rrny . The
i-th component of  is denoted by i .
Definition 1
The couple .F , Hy / is observable if an integer r 2 Œ1, nx  and a set of indices Mnx D
¹i1 , i2 , : : : , inx º exist such that, for any u 2 U r  Rrnu , the map  ., u, Mnx / W Rnx ! Rnx ,
defined as
3
2
i1 .x, u, r/
7
6
. 6 i2 .x, u, r/ 7
 .x, u, Mnx / D 6
7
..
5
4
.
inx .x, u, r/
is a diffeomorphism with respect to x.
Observability as defined earlier implies that the state can be uniquely determined from a finite
number of input–output values, as stated by the following result. Suppose that an input sequence
u0 , u1 , : : : , ur1 is applied to system (1) starting from an initial condition x 0 , and that the same
input sequence is applied to system ( 1) starting from an initial condition b
x 0 . Let the corresponding
0
1
r1
0
1
r1
output sequences be y , y , : : : , y
and b
y ,b
y , :::,b
y , respectively.
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Lemma 1
If .F , Hy / is observable then, for any initial conditions x 0 and b
x 0 ¤ x 0 and any input sequence u0 ,
1
r1
r1
r1
r1
r1
u , : : : , u , it holds that y
¤b
y , where y
D .y , : : : , y 0 / and b
yr1 D .b
y r1 , : : : , b
y 0 /.
Proof
Consider that

 0 0
y0 D H
y x ,u 



y 1 D H y x 1 , u1 D H y F x 0 , u1 , u0
..
.

y r1 D Hy F r1 x 0 , ur1 , .., u0 .


This can be written as yr1 D  x 0 , u r1 , r , where u r1 D .ur1 , : : : , u0 /. Repeating this
argument for the initial condition b
x 0 , we obtainb
yr1 D  b
x 0 , u r1 , r . Because .F , Hy / is observable, then there exists a set of indices Mn D ¹i1 , i2 , : : : , in º such that the map  .x,
 0u, Mn / is a
0
0
diffeomorphism.
Because
a
diffeomorphism
is
a
one-to-one
map,
if
b
x
¤
x
then

b
x , u, Mn ¤

 0


 0
 0
r1
r1
y
¤y .

x , u, r ¤  x , u, r and thus b
 x , u, Mn . This implies that  b
Now, suppose that the noises wxt and wyt in Equation (1) are not null. A result is presented, which
is essential in the next sections to derive the optimal DVSs.
Lemma 2
If .F , Hy / is observable, then a function f´ exists such that
 t

y t nx C1 ,e
ut , : : : ,e
ut nx C1 , w t , : : : , w t nx C1
y , : : : ,e
ét D f´ e
t

where w D

(2)

.wxt , wyt /.

Proof
The proof can be obtained by minor modifications of the proof of Lemma 1 in [20].



Note that if the system (1) is linear, then the function f´ in Equation (2) is linear.
Remark 1
Verifying the observability of a nonlinear system is an open problem in the literature. However,
Lemma 2, together with the validation analysis of [34], may give indications on observability verification from a finite set of measured data e
ut,e
y t ,ét , t D 1, 2, : : : , T . Indeed, according to Lemma 2,
the existence of the function f´ implies the system observability. On the other hand, the validation
analysis of [34] provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a function consistent with the measured data and prior assumptions. These results may be used together for the
verification of the system observability. It must be noted that this verification method is still at a
preliminary stage and is the subject of current and future research.

3. THE FILTER DESIGN FROM DATA PROBLEM: DIRECT VERSUS TWO-STEP
APPROACH
In this section, the two-step approach to the FD2 problem is first described. Next, the direct filter
design approach is proposed for the considered parametric-statistical framework. Then, a theoretical comparison is performed between the two approaches for both the cases of LTI and nonlinear
system S .
Basic assumptions
 The functions F , Hy and H´ in Equation (1), defining the system S to be filtered, are not
known.
 .F , Hy / is observable.
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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 A set of data ¹e
ut,e
y t ,ét , t D 1, 2, : : : , T º is available.
t
t
 The noises wx , wy and w´t are unmeasured stochastic variables.
P
.
N t D
limT !1 T1 TtD1 Ev t , where E is the mean value (or expectation), and it is
 Let Ev
assumed that the limit exists whenever the symbol EN is used.
Under these assumptions, the filter design problem can be formulated as follows:
y  /,  6 t , gives an
Filter design problem: Design a causal filter that, operating on .e
u,e


2
estimate b́t of ét , having minimum estimation error variance EN ét b́t  for any t .
The two-step design consists in model identification from data and filter design from the identified
model. In the model identification step, a parametric model structure
M.M / W M 2 ‚M
is selected, where ‚M is a compact subset of RnM and nM is the number of parameters of the
model structure. This model structure defines the following model set:
.
M D ¹M.M / W M 2 ‚M º.
c of the system S is identified from the data set
Then, a model M
 t t
.
DM D ¹e
ut, e
y ,é , t D 1, 2, : : : , T º.
 t t
u t is considered as the input of the model M.M / and e
y ,é as
Note that, in the data set DM , e
c
its outputs. The PE method [26] is used for the identification of the model M , obtained as
c D M.b
M
M /
b
 M D arg min JT .M /
M 2‚M

JT .M / D

T

1 X1
e t .M /2
T t D1 2

 t t  t
 t
t 
t 
where e t .M / D e
y ,é  yM ,b́M
,b́M
is the PE of the model M.M /, being yM
the
prediction given by M.M /, and kk is the `2 norm.
In the filter design step, a (steady-state) minimum variance filter
b  K.b
K
M /
c D M.b
b gives as
is designed to estimate ét on the basis of the identified model M
 M /. The filter K
t
t


output an estimate b́K of é , using measurements .e
u ,e
y /,  6 t , thus providing a Model-based
Virtual Sensors. Note that the filter structure has not been chosen in the two-step procedure. It just
depends on the structure of the identified model.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to the FD2 problem, based on the direct identification of the filter from data. In such a direct approach, instead of selecting a parametric structure
for the model M.M / as done in the two-step procedure, a parametric structure
V .V / W V 2 ‚V
is selected for the filter to be designed, where, ‚V is a compact subset of RnV and nV is the
number of parameters of the filter structure. This filter structure defines the following filter set:
.
V D ¹V .V / W V 2 ‚V º.
b is then identified by means of the PE method from the data set
A filter V
.  t t t
DV D ¹ e
y ,é , t D 1, 2, : : : , T º.
u ,e
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Note that the
DV is different from the set DM , although both use the same data. In fact, in the
 set
b
data set DV , e
ut,e
y t are considered as the inputs of the filter V .V / and ét as its output. Thus, V
is obtained by means of the PE method as
b D V .b
V
V /
b
 V D arg min JT .V /
V 2‚V

JT .V / D

T

1 X1
e t .V /2
T t D1 2

(3)

ut, e
y t ) and
where e t .V / D ét b́Vt is the estimation error of the filter V .V /, which has input .e
b D V .b
output b́Vt . The filter V
 V / can be used as a virtual sensor to generate an estimate b́Vt of
t


b is a DVS, designed directly from data without
é from measurements .e
u ,e
y /,  6 t . Thus, V
identifying a model of the system S .
The direct and two-step filter design approaches are now compared for both the cases of linear
and nonlinear system S .
3.1. Linear case
In this section, the case of linear system (1) is investigated. The considered assumptions are first
described, the main result is then presented, and this result is finally discussed.
Linear case assumptions:
 The system S described by Equation (1) is linear.
 The signals e
u t and e
y t are bounded.
t
t
 The noises wx , wy and w´t are i.i.d. stochastic variables with zero mean and bounded moments
of order 4 C ı, for some ı > 0.
 In the two-step approach, a uniformly stable linear model structure M.M / is selected in the
c is observable from the output y t ,
identification phase. Assuming that the identified model M
b is the (linear steady-state) Kalman filter designed to estimate ét on the basis of
the filter K
c.
the model M
 In the direct approach, a uniformly stable linear filter structure V .V / is selected.
Note that, for the given linear observable model M.M / of order nM , the corresponding Kalman
filter K.M / is a linear stable filter of order nM . Thus, if a filter structure V .V / of order nM is
selected, it results that K.M / 2 V. The following theorem can now be presented:
Theorem 1
The following results hold with probability (w.p.) 1 as T ! 1:


b D arg minV . / EN ét b́t 2 .
(i) V
V
V




b 2 V, then EN ét b́t 2 6 EN ét b́t 2 .
(ii) If K
V
K
o
o
b is a minimum variance filter among all linear
(iii) If S D M.M
/ 2 M and K.M
/ 2 V, then V
causal filters mapping .e
u,e
y  / ! ét ,  6 t .
o
o
(iv) If S D M.M
/ 2 M, K.M
/ 2 V, M.M / is globally identifiable, S is stable, and the data

2


t 2
are informative enough, then EN ét b́Vt  D EN ét b́K
.
Proof
b is obtained from a PE method using the data set DV , the uniformly stable filter structure
The filter V
V .V /, and a quadratic criterion. Lemma 8.2 of [26] can be applied, provided that the data set DV
is subject to condition D1 (see the Appendix). This condition requires that the transfer functions
from e
ut, e
y t , wxt , wyt and w´t to ét are stable (i.e. have impulse responses with bounded `1 norm),
and that the signals e
ut, e
y t ,ét are jointly quasi-stationary. From Lemma 2, where in the present
case f´ is linear, it follows that the preceding transfer functions have finite impulse responses and
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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consequently are stable. Joint quasi-stationarity of e
ut, e
y t ,ét follows from this stability result and
Theorem 2.2 in [26].
All assumptions of Lemma 8.2 of [26] are thus verified (see the Appendix), giving
2
1
sup jJT .V /  EN e t .V / j ! 0,
2
V 2‚V

w.p.1 as

T ! 1.

The cost function JT .V / thus converges to the variance of the estimation error (divided by
2). Because the convergence is uniform on ‚V , the minimizer b
 V of JT .V / also converges to a
minimizer (not necessarily unique) of the estimation error variance. This implies that


b D arg min EN ét b́tV 2 ,
V
V .V /

w.p.1 as

T ! 1,

(4)

proving (i).
b is not ensured to have the same property.
Claim (ii) is also proven, because K
o
/ is the minimum variance estimator of
Under the assumptions of (iii), the Kalman filter K.M
o
t
é , among all linear estimators making use of the measurements e
y t and e
u t . Because K.M
/ 2 V,
o
o
o
then 9V such that K.M / D V .V /. Thus, in the filter set V there exists at least one element giving
the minimum variance estimate of ét , among all linear estimators. This fact, together with Equation
(4), proves (iii).
Under the assumptions of (iv), from Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 (see [26] and the Appendix), it folo
o
lows that b
 M ! M
, w.p.1 as T ! 1, that is KO ! K.M
/, w.p.1 as T ! 1. Because the
o
Kalman filter K.M / is the minimum variance linear causal estimator of ét , claim (iv) follows from
(iii).

This result shows that the solution of the FD2 problem provided by the direct procedure presents
better features than the one provided by the two-step procedure, even in the present linear case
where the optimal minimum variance (Kalman) filter design required by the two-step procedure can
be performed. Indeed, at best (e.g. under the assumption S 2 M, i.e. no undermodeling), the filter
b is proven to be asymptotically optimal provided that the system S is stable, whereas the DVS V
b
K
gives minimum variance estimation error, even in the case that the system S is unstable.
Even more favorable features of the direct approach over the two-step procedure are obtained in
the more realistic situation that S … M, because, in general, only approximate model structures are
used. For example, consider that the system S is of order nx (not known), and a model structure
b gives
of order nM < nx is selected. Then, it is not ensured that the corresponding Kalman filter K
the minimal variance estimate of ét among all causal filters of the same order nM . On the contrary,
b designed by selecting a filter structure of order
such an optimality feature holds for the DVS V
b with
nV D nM < nx . Indeed, the accuracy deterioration of the Model-based Virtual Sensors K
b of the same order may be significant, see for example [24], [23].
respect to the DVS V
3.2. Nonlinear case
In this section, the case of nonlinear system (1) is investigated. The considered assumptions are first
described, the main result is then presented, and this result is finally discussed.
Nonlinear case assumptions:





The system S described by Equation (1) is nonlinear.
The signals e
u t and e
y t are bounded.
t
t
The noises wx , wy and w´t are i.i.d. stochastic variables with zero mean.
In the two-step approach, a nonlinear parametric model structure M.M / is selected,
b is the minimum
satisfying condition M1 of [35] (see the Appendix). The corresponding filter K
c.
variance (nonlinear) filter for the identified model M
 In the direct approach, a parametric nonlinear regression form for the filter is considered:

Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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b́Vt D fV .V ,b́tV1 , : : : ,b́tVnV , e
yt , : : : , e
y t nV ,e
u t , : : : ,e
ut nV /.

(5)

The related filter structure V .V / is assumed to satisfy condition M1 of [35] (see the Appendix).
Condition M1 essentially means that the filter structure has uniform exponential fading memory,
that is, the remote past inputs are forgotten at an exponential rate. Note that the minimum varib can be described as well by a fading memory regression equation b́t D fK .b́t 1 ,
ance filter K
K

K

t nV
, e
y t, : : : ,e
y t nV , e
u t , : : : ,e
u t nV / because, under quite general assumptions, fading
: : : ,b́K
b is described by
memory is necessary for a filter to give a bounded estimation error. The DVS V

b́Vt D fV .b
 V ,b́Vt 1 , : : : ,b́Vt nV , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t nV ,e
u t , : : : ,e
u t nV /.
where b
 V is obtained from the optimization problem (3). Now, the following extension of Theorem 1
to the case where the system S is nonlinear is given.
Theorem 2
The following results hold w.p. 1 as T ! 1:


b D arg minV . / EN ét b́t 2 .
(i) V
V
V




b 2 V, then EN ét b́t 2 6 EN ét b́t 2 .
(ii) If K
V
K
o
o
b is a minimum variance filter.
(iii) If S D M.M
/ 2 M and K.M
/ 2 V, then V
Proof
b is obtained from a PE method using the data set DV , the filter structure V .V /, and a
The filter V
quadratic criterion. Lemma 3.1 of [35] can be applied, provided that the data set DV is subject to
condition S3 of [35] (see the Appendix). This condition requires that the mapping from e
ut, e
y t , wxt
t
t
and wy to é has exponential fading memory. In the present case, condition S3 holds, because from
Lemma 2, it follows that at any time t , ét depends only on a finite number of past values of e
ut, e
y t,
wxt and wyt .
Then, Lemma 3.1 of [35] (see the Appendix), giving
2
1
sup jJT .V /  EN e t .V / j ! 0,
2
V 2‚V

w.p.1 as

T ! 1.

The cost function JT .V / thus converges to the variance of the estimation error (divided by
2). Because the convergence is uniform on ‚V , the minimizer b
 V of JT .V / also converges to a
minimizer (not necessarily unique) of the estimation error variance, thus proving (i).
Claim (ii) immediately follows from (i).
o
o
In order to prove (iii), note that if S D M.M
/, then the filter K.M
/ is the minimum variance estimator of ét , among all estimators making use of measurements e
u t and e
y t . Because
o
o
K.M
/ 2 V .V /, then 9Vo such that K.M
/ D V .Vo /. Thus, in the filter set V, there exists at
least one element giving the minimum variance estimate of ét . This fact, together with (ii), proves
(iii).

In view of Theorem 2, the comments on the advantages of the direct approach in solving the
FD2 problem reported after Theorem 1, extend also to the case of nonlinear systems. In addition, it
b in general, cannot be
must be remarked that, in the nonlinear case, the minimum variance filter K,
b can be derived. These approximations may often
actually computed, and only approximations of K
lead to large deteriorations in estimation accuracy with respect to the theoretical minimum variance.
Thus, the performance improvement of the direct approach over the two-step procedure for nonlinear systems may be even more significant than for linear systems, because the direct approach can
take advantage of the recent advances in nonlinear system identification, leading to quite efficient
filter design, as shown by the examples presented in Section 4 and in [21–25].
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3.3. Summary of the Direct Virtual Sensor design
The DVS design procedure in the present parametric-statistical framework can be summarized as
follows:
Direct Virtual Sensor design procedure
.  t t t
 Collect a set of data DV D ¹ e
y ,é , t D 1, 2, : : : , T º from the system S .
u ,e
 If the system S described by Equation (1) is linear, use a linear filter structure (e.g. ARX, OE,
ARMAX, state-space). Otherwise, use a nonlinear filter structure (e.g. NARX, NOE, NARMAX), where the function fV in (5) is chosen according to one of the standard parametrizations, which can be found in the literature (e.g. neural networks, polynomials, radial basis
functions, etc.).
 Using the data set DV and the chosen filter structure, design the DVS solving the optimization
problem (3).
If the system S is linear, the designed DVS is given by
b́Vt D b
 V  .b́Vt 1 , : : : ,b́Vt nV , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t nV ,e
u t , : : : ,e
u t nV /

(6)

where b
 V 2 Rn´ nV .n´ Cny Cnu / , and  denotes the dot product. If the system S is nonlinear, the
designed DVS is given by
b́Vt D fV .b
 V ,b́Vt 1 , : : : ,b́Vt nV , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t nV ,e
u t , : : : ,e
u t nV /.

(7)

4. EXAMPLES
In this section, examples related to the FD2 problem for nonlinear systems are presented. Examples
for linear systems can be found in [22–25].
4.1. Example 1: estimation of Lorenz attractor
The Lorenz system is a nonlinear three-dimensional dynamical system derived from the simplified
equations of convection rolls arising in atmospheric dynamics. For certain parameter values, the
system exhibits chaotic behavior and displays what is called a strange attractor.
An explicit Euler discretization of the continuous-time Lorenz system has been considered:
x1t C1 D .1    / x1t C  x2t
x2t C1 D .1   / x2t   x1t x3t C x1t
x3t C1 D x3t C  x1t x2t  ˇx3t
y t D x1t
´t D x2t x3t

(8)

where  D 0.01,  D 10,  D 28, ˇ D 2.6667. Note that, for such parameter values, the system is
characterized by a chaotic behavior, and thus filtering is a quite difficult task.
A set of 8000 data have been generated from Equation (8). The values of y t and ´t have been
corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noises of zero means and standard deviations 0.3 and 10, respectively.
Note that the standard deviation of y t is about 8.2, giving a signal to noise ratio of 27. The standard
deviation of ´t is about 250, giving a signal to noise ratio of 25.
The first 6000 data have been used for filter design:
Design data set:
.
DV D ¹e
y t ,ét , t D 1, : : : , 6000º.
The data from 6001 to 8000, not previously used for design, have been used for filter test:
Testing data set:
DT D ¹e
y t , ´t , t D 6001, : : : , 8000º.
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The following filters have been derived:
Extended Kalman filter (EKF)
An extended Kalman filter (EKF) has been derived using as model the true system (8), and assuming exact knowledge of the probability density functions of initial conditions and noise. Note that
this is the most favorable situation for the two-step approach, where in the first step, an exact identification is performed both of system dynamics and noise statistics. Obviously, this situation rarely
occurs in practical applications. The EKF filter has been obtained by linearization of Equation (8)
along the estimated trajectory.
Particle filter (PF)
A particle filter (PF) using Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) (see e.g. [36], [12]) has been
implemented to sequentially filter the noisy observation set ¹yQ t W t D 1, : : : , 8000º corresponding
to the chaotic Lorenz system (8). The SIR filter has been implemented using exact knowledge of the
deterministic Lorenz system equations (8), measurement noise statistics, and statistics on the initial
condition. Five hundred particles have been used to approximate the prior and posterior distributions sequentially. The distribution on the initial condition has been assumed Gaussian with identity
covariance and mean equal to the true initial condition.
This filter showed quite low filtering accuracy. Indeed, a SIR filter implemented in this way performs poorly when trying to filter noisy observations coming from a deterministic chaotic system,
because the support for the posterior distribution on ét almost surely collapses to a single particle.
Particle filters use discrete sample-based distributions to approximate the true posterior distributions
being sought after. Because the system being studied is chaotic in nature, the particles making up
the sample-based distributions naturally become disperse with time. Consequently, particles drifting
far from the value of the true state receive low probability weights during the importance sampling
stage. As a result of their low weights, these particles are less likely to survive during the resampling
stage. This effect causes the support of the sample-based approximation of the posterior distribution
to almost surely collapse onto a single particle.
In order to prevent the support of the discrete approximation of the posterior distribution from
collapsing onto a single particle, we have implemented an ad hoc modification of the SIR filter,
which we denote as the PF filter. In this PF filter, at time t , before the importance sampling stage,
each particle p t is updated to p t 0 by perturbing it slightly by a zero mean Gaussian random vector
w t with diagonal covariance  2 I:
pt 0 D pt C wt .
Note that this method is akin to modeling the dynamical system as having additive Gaussian noise
w t . The purpose of these slight perturbations is to introduce variability in the particle population in
order to avoid collapse of the support onto a single particle. The key is to choose  2 large enough to
introduce reasonable separation between identical particles and small enough to avoid a significant
increase in the variance of the particle distribution.
Linear direct virtual sensor (LDVS)
A linear DVS has been designed from the data set DV following the procedure of subsection 3.3.
This DVS is given by
b́Lt D b
 L  .b́Lt 1 , : : : ,b́Lt 3 , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t 3 /

(9)

where b
 L D .0.3973, 0.1372, 0.0553, 0.0664, 0.0001, 0.0369, 0.0165/ and  denotes the dot
product.
Nonlinear direct virtual sensor (DVS)
A nonlinear DVS has been designed from the data set DV following the procedure of Subsection 3.3. This DVS is given by
b́Vt D fV .b
 V ,b́Vt 1 , : : : ,b́Vt 3 , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t 3 /.
The function fV is a hidden layer neural network (see e.g. [37]) composed by r neurons:
fV .V , '/ D

r
X

˛i  .ˇi  '  i / C

(10)

i D1
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where V D ¹˛i , i , 2 R, ˇi 2 Rn' , i D 1, : : : , rº and  .h/ D 2=.1 C e 2h /  1 is a sigmoidal
function. Several neural networks of the form (10) with different number of neurons (from r D 1 to
r D 15) have been identified on the set DV by means of the NNOE function of the NNSYD Matlab
Toolbox [38]. A neural network composed by r D 6 neurons has been chosen.
Filtering results
The root mean square estimation error (RMSE) and the maximum estimation error in absolute
value (MAXE) provided by the filters on the testing data set are reported in Table I. The true signal
and the ones estimated by the designed filters are shown in Figure 1 for a portion of the testing data
set.
It can be noted that the estimation accuracy of the EKF filter is quite poor, even if this filter has
been designed using exact knowledge of system equations, noise statistics, and initial conditions
statistics. The estimation accuracy of the LDVS filter, although not extremely good, is still decent,
indicating that a very simple linear DVS can be significantly better than a quite complicated nonlinear filters, even in filtering of complex nonlinear systems. This fact suggests that, in any filter design
Table I. Absolute (relative) RMSE and MAXE estimation
errors.
Filter

RMSE

MAXE

EKF
PF
LDVS
DVS

270 (110%)
11 (4%)
55 (22%)
6.3 (2.5%)

1760 (230%)
106 (10%)
278 (38%)
27 (3.5%)
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Figure 1. From top to bottom: EKF, PF, LDVS and DVS estimates. Dashed (black): true signal. Continuous
(colored): filter estimate. [The colored version of the figures is available online.]
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problem, it may be convenient to first try with a simple linear DVS, then move to more complex
nonlinear filters if the linear DVS does not give a satisfactory estimation accuracy. The PF filter
provides quite good estimation accuracy. The DVS filter provides an excellent estimation accuracy.
It must be remarked that the PF filter has been implemented using exact knowledge of system equations, noise statistics, and statistics on initial conditions, whereas the DVS filter has been designed
without using such a strong information.
4.2. Example 2: estimation of vehicle yaw rate
In this example, filter design for estimating the vehicle yaw rate has been considered. The knowledge
of such a variable is used by Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC), a highly studied active safety system
aimed at enhancing the vehicle stability, see, for example [39]. The VDC generally provides a control action, which prevents the vehicle from under-steering or over-steering in a handling maneuver
(e.g. lane change, steering angle step, etc.). In order to generate the required control actions, the
commercially available VDC systems use the values of yaw rate, lateral acceleration, and vehicle
longitudinal velocity, measured by appropriate sensors. However, the cost of the yaw rate sensors
alone is quite high compared with the overall cost of the VDC system. Thus, the availability of an
accurate yaw rate virtual sensor, eliminating the need of the yaw rate sensor, could allow a significant reduction in the VDC systems production costs and, consequently, a larger diffusion of active
safety systems on commercial cars, even in the segments B and C.
Filter design has been performed using the experimental data measured on a passenger car provided by Fiat Auto S.p.A. The data have been obtained from different maneuvers, including steering
angle steps of different amplitude (from 30 to 80 degrees), double lane changes, and frequency
sweeps performed on a dry road. The data set is composed of the measurements of the following
t
variables: P t W yaw rate, ˛St W steering angle, ayt W lateral acceleration, and vlon
W longitudinal velocity. A set of 2641 data has been recorded over a time interval of 211 s. with a sample time of 0.08 s.
The data are shown in Figure 2.
Considering the case in which the VDC control actuation is realized by steering, the vehicle
dynamics relating these variables may be described by the set of equations (1), where the steering
t
angle and the longitudinal velocity are the measured inputs: e
u t D .˛St , vlon
/, the lateral acceleration
t
t
is the measured output: e
y D ay , and the yaw rate is the variable to be estimated: ét D P t .
The data set corresponding to the first 132 s of the complete data set has been used for filter
design:
Design data set:
DV D ¹.e
ut,e
y t /,ét , t D 1, : : : , 1656º
D ¹.˛St , v t , ayt /, P t , t D 1, : : : , 1656º.
lon

The designed filters have been tested on the set composed of the data recorded from second 132
to second 211 of the complete data set, not previously used for design:
Testing data set:
ut,e
y t /,e
v t , t D 1657, : : : , 2641º
DT D ¹.e
D ¹.˛St , v t , ayt /, P t , t D 1657, : : : , 2641º.
lon

The following filters have been designed:
Kalman filter designed from an identified linear parameter-varying physical model (KF)
The filter KF has been designed from a physical model of vehicle lateral dynamics. A large literature exists on deriving physical models describing this dynamics (see e.g. [40], [41]). It must be
remarked that, in the working conditions of the VDC systems, this dynamics is quite complex, and
thus obtaining accurate models is, in general, a difficult task.
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The following LPV model, called single-track model (see e.g. [40], [42]), has been considered:
t
P / C mv t .t / P .t / D Fyf .t / C Fyr .t /
.t /ˇ.t
mvlon
lon
R
J .t / D aFyf .t /  bFyr .t / C wx .t /
t
t
.t /FPyf .t / D cf .ˇ.t / C a P .t /=vlon
.t /  ˛S .t //
Fyf .t / C lf =vlon
t
t
P
P
Fyr .t / C lr =v .t /Fyr .t / D cr .ˇ.t /  b .t /=v .t //
lon

lon

ay .t / D .Fyf .t / C Fyr .t //=m C wy .t /

(11)

where ˇ is the side-slip angle, P is the yaw rate, Fyf and Fyr are the front and rear axle lateral
t
forces, vlon
is the longitudinal vehicle speed, ˛S is the steering angle, wx is the process noise modeled as a disturbing torque, wy is measurement noise on the lateral acceleration output. The model
parameters are: m is the vehicle mass, J is the moment of inertia around the vertical axis, a and
b are the distances between the center of gravity and the front and rear axles respectively, lf and
lr are the front and rear tire relaxation lengths, and cf and cr are the front and rear axle cornering
t
stiffnesses. The inputs of the model are ˛S and vlon
, the outputs are ay and P .
The values of these parameters have been identified from the following data set:
Identification data set:
DM D ¹e
u t , .e
y t ,ét /, t D 1, : : : , 1656º
D ¹.˛St , v t /, .ayt , P t /, t D 1, : : : , 1656º.
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Figure 2. Recorded data. Sequence of manoeuvres: four steering steps, two frequency sweeps, one
double-lane change, four steering steps, one double-lane change, one frequency sweep.
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Identification has been performed using a nonlinear optimization routine, minimizing the cost
function
8
T
T
X
X
 t
 t

2
2
2 X
t
t
y ./ C a2
bi inom  i
J ./ D a1
e
y b
é b́ ./ C
t D1

t D1

i D1

yaw rate [deg/s]

lateral acceleration [m/s2]

where b
y t ./ is the lateral acceleration simulated by a discretization of the model (11), b́t ./ is the
simulated yaw rate, and  D Œm, J , a, b, lf , lr , cf , cr  is the vector of the parameters to estimate.
a1 , a2 and bi ’s are weighting coefficients aimed at balancing the contributions of the various terms

2
P
in the cost function. The term 8iD1 bi inom  i has been added in order to guarantee that the
estimated parameters are not too different from the nominal ones, given by  nom D Œ1715, 2697,
1.07, 1.47, 0.1, 0.1, 89733, 114100, so that the identified model maintains a reasonable physical
meaning. Identification has also been performed without this term: a model has been obtained, with
accuracy very similar to the one presented here, but with parameters having poor physical meaning.
For example, the value estimated for the mass m was 867 Kg (smaller than a half of the nominal
value), i.e. a value which has nothing to do with the real car from which the data have been collected. Note that this drawback is quite typical when the prediction error method is used to identify
the parameters of a physical model: using only the criterion of prediction error minimization may
yield a model whose parameters have been forced to give a good fitting of the data, but have poor
physical reliability.
Several values of the weighting coefficients have been considered and, correspondingly, several discrete-time models have been identified. A model representing an acceptable compromise
between physical meaning and accuracy has been selected, obtained using the following weights:
a1 D 1.6e5, a2 D 336, b1 D b2 D 2, b3 D : : : D b8 D 1. The parameter vector of this model is
b
 D Œ1681, 2280, 0.95, 1.5, 0.375, 0.53, 98351, 134570. It can be noted that these parameters are
not very different from the starting ones in  nom , and still maintain a reasonable physical meaning.
In Figure 3, the data simulated by the identified single-track model are compared with the measured
data on a portion of the testing data set, for both the outputs ayt and P t . It can be observed that the
model turns out to be fairly accurate.
The KF has been designed from this model, assuming the following variances: Q D 105 (process
noise variance) and R D 0.04 (measurement error variance).
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Figure 3. Comparison between experimental data and simulation of the identified single-track model. Bold
(black) line: experimental data. Dashed (blue) line: single-track model. [The colored version of the figures
is available online.]
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Particle filter (PF)
A PF using SIR has been implemented to sequentially filter the noisy measured observations
of the vehicle lateral acceleration ay in order to estimate the vehicle yaw rate. The PF filter has
been implemented assuming the vehicle to behave according to the identified single-track vehicle
dynamics (11). One hundred particles have been used to approximate the prior and posterior distributions sequentially. The distribution on the initial condition has been assumed Gaussian with
identity covariance and mean equal to zero.
Extended Kalman filter designed from an identified nonlinear model (EKF)
The following Nonlinear Auto-Regressive with eXternal input model structure has been considered:
t nM
t
t 1
vM
D fM .M , vM
, : : : , vM
,e
u t 1 , : : : ,e
u t nM /

(12)

t
t
where vM
D .yM
, ´tM / is the model output and fM is a neural network of the form (10), composed
of r neurons.
Several orders nM and numbers of neurons r have been considered. Correspondingly, several
models of the form (12) have been identified from the data set DM , using the PE method by means
of the NNOE function of the NNSYD Matlab Toolbox [38]. A model with nM D 3, and r D 4,
showing good simulation accuracy, has been selected.
In order to design an Extended Kalman filter, the model has been written in the following
state-space form:


t C1
t
b xM
e t C wxt
xM
DF
,U


t
t
b y xM
e t C wyt
yM
DH
,U


t
b ´ xM
et
´tM D H
,U
(13)
t
t 2
e t D .e
b, H
b y , and H
b ´ can be
where x t D .vM
, : : : , vM
/, U
u t , : : : ,e
u t 2 /, and the functions F
directly obtained from fM .
An Extended Kalman filter has been designed from this state-space model, by linearization of
the equations (13) along the estimated trajectory. The following variances for the noises wxt and wyt
have been assumed: Q D 103 I (noise wxt ), where I is the identity matrix, and R D 0.04 (noise wyt ).
Direct virtual sensor (DVS)
A nonlinear DVS has been designed from the data set DV following the procedure of Subsection 3.3. This DVS is given by

b́Vt D fV .V ,b́Vt 1 , : : : ,b́Vt 3 , e
y t, : : : ,e
y t 3 ,e
u t , : : : ,e
u t 3 /.
The function fV is a neural network of the form (10), composed of r neurons. Several neural networks with different number of neurons (from r D 1 to r D 15) have been identified on the set DV
by means of the NNOE function of the NNSYD Matlab Toolbox [38]. A neural network composed
by r D 4 neurons has been chosen.
Filtering results
The root mean square estimation error and the maximum estimation error in absolute value provided by the filters are reported in Tables II and III for the different maneuvers of the testing data
set. In Figures 4 and 5, the measured yaw rate and the one estimated by DVS are compared in three
maneuvers of the Testing data set.
It can be noted that the DVS provides significantly better estimation accuracy compared with the
KF and PF filters. Another relevant advantage of the DVS with respect to the KF and PF filters is
the greater design simplicity. Indeed, DVS design only requires to identify a single-output filter. On
the other hand, the design of the KF or PF filter requires the following steps: (1) identification of a
two-output model (which is quite more complicated than identification of a single-output model);
and (2) filter design from the identified model.
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Table II. Absolute (relative) RMSE estimation errors (deg). Steering angle step
(SAS), Double-lane change (DLC), Frequency sweep (FS).
Maneuver

KF

PF

EKF

DVS

SAS 30o
SAS 50o
SAS 75o
DLC
FS

0.34 (6%)
0.77 (8%)
2.57 (18%)
1.43 (8%)
0.58 (8%)

0.34 (6%)
0.64 (7%)
1.85 (13%)
1.42 (8%)
0.60 (8%)

0.36 (7%)
0.53 (7%)
1.05 (11%)
1.19 (7%)
0.55 (8%)

0.3 (4%)
0.44 (4%)
0.58 (4%)
0.6 (3%)
0.3 (4%)

Table III. Absolute (relative) MAXE estimation errors (deg). Steering angle step
(SAS), Double-lane change (DLC), Frequency sweep (FS).
Maneuver
SAS
SAS
SAS
DLC
FS

30o
50o
75o

KF

PF

EKF

DVS

1.06 (10%)
2.27 (14%)
5.49 (23%)
5.58 (18%)
1.96 (12%)

0.97 (9%)
2.24 (14%)
5.35 (22%)
7.04 (22%)
2.16 (13%)

0.93 (9%)
1.81 (11%)
3.05 (13%)
4.73 (15%)
2.19 (13%)

1.05 (10%)
1.29 (8%)
1.61 (7%)
2.24 (7%)
1.22 (7%)
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Figure 4. Left: SAS 75o . Right: DLC. Dashed (black): measured yaw rate. Continuous (green): DVS
estimate. [The colored version of the figures is available online.]
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Figure 5. Left: FS, low frequencies. Right: FS, high frequencies. Dashed (black): measured yaw rate.
Continuous (green): DVS estimate. [The colored version of the figures is available online.]

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the problem of filter design for LTI and nonlinear systems is investigated within
a parametric-statistical framework. The paper presents advantages over the existing literature on
several aspects.
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First, the existing literature investigates problems that can be denoted as “filter design from known
systems”, indicating that the filter is designed assuming the knowledge of the equations describing
the system to be filtered. In this paper, a more general filtering problem is considered, denoted as
“filter design from data (FD2)”, where the system is not known, but a set of data is available. Clearly,
a solution to this problem can be obtained by identifying a model from data, whose equations are
then used by any of the available filter design methods for known systems. However, this two-step
procedure is, in general, not optimal. Indeed, finding optimal solutions to the filter design from data
problem appears to be not an easy task. In this paper, a methodology able to derive directly from
measured data an optimal filter is presented .
Second, even in the most favorable situations for the two-step design, that is, the system S belongs
to the model structure selected for identification and the minimum variance filter for the identified
model can be actually designed, the direct design leads to filters with estimation error lower or equal
to the one obtained from the two-step design. Moreover, in the presence of undermodeling, the direct
design leads to the minimum error estimator among the selected filter class. A similar result is not
ensured for filters obtained from the two-step design, whose performance deterioration caused by
undermodeling may be significantly large, see for example [24], [23], and the examples presented
in this paper.
Third, the advantages of the direct approach may be particularly relevant in the case of nonlinear system. Indeed, optimal filters for nonlinear systems are, in general, difficult to derive
and/or to implement, and approximate solutions often exhibit poor performance and stability problems. On the contrary, the direct approach can take advantage of the recent advances in nonlinear
identification, leading to very efficient filter design.
Fourth, the proposed direct approach is significantly simpler than the standard two-step approach.
Indeed, the DVS design only requires the identification of a single-output filter (with output ´). The
design of a two-step filter requires the identification of a multi-output model (with outputs ´ and y),
and, furthermore, the design of a filter from this model.
It can be concluded that the direct filter design is an efficient solution to the FD2 problem, having
features far superior to the two-step approach.
APPENDIX A: BASIC CONDITIONS AND RESULTS
In this appendix, some basic conditions and results of [35] and [26] are summarized, which are
used in Section 3 to prove our theorems. In the present context, these conditions and results can be
formulated as follows:
Consider a system in regression form
ét D g.ét 1 , : : : ,ét nx ,e
q t , : : : ,e
q t nx / C w t

(14)

where e
q t 2 Q  Rnq is a deterministic input, ét 2 Z  Rn´ is the output, and w t 2 Rn´ is an i.i.d.
stochastic noise with zero mean. Let W be the  -algebra generated by w t .
Condition S3 [35]
The system (14) is exponentially stable. That is, for any input sequence e
q t , and for any t , s W t > s,
t
there exist a random variable ´s 2 W independent of W such that
4

EN ét  ´ts  < C t s
for some 0 6 C < 1 and 0 6  < 1.
Condition S3 essentially means that ét can be approximated by a random variable ´ts that is independent of the remote past. In other words, this condition requires that the mapping from e
q t and
t
t
w to é has exponential fading memory. It is immediate to verify that the system (2) satisfies Condition S3 because, at any time t , ét depends only on a finite number of past values of e
ut, e
y t , and
t
t
t
w D .wx , wy /.
Consider now a parametric model of the system (14):
b́t D f .,b́t 1 , : : : ,b́t nx ,e
q t , : : : ,e
q t nx /
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where  2 ‚  Rn is a parameter vector. Note that, for fixed  2 ‚, f ., ' t / is a single model,
whereas for variable  2 ‚, f ., ' t / defines a model structure [26].
For any fixed  2 ‚, the output b́t at time t is computed by iteration of the difference Equation
(15):
b́nx C1 Df .,b́nx , : : : ,b́1 ,e
q nx C1 , : : : ,e
q 1/
q nx C2 , : : : ,e
q 2/
b́nx C2 Df .,b́nx C1 , : : : ,b́2 ,e

where znx

q nx C1 , : : : ,e
q 1 /, : : : ,b́2 ,e
q nx C2 , : : : ,e
q 2/
Df ., f .,b́nx , : : : ,b́1 ,e
..
.


t
b́ Df t , znx , qt



 1
D b́nx , : : : ,b́1 is the system initial condition, qt D e
q , : : : ,e
q t is the input sequence,

and f t is the function obtained by t  nx compositions of the function f .
Condition M1 [35]
(i) The function f t is differentiable with respect to  for 8 2 ‚, 8znx 2 Z nx , 8qt 2 Qt ,
8t 2 N.
(ii) ‚ is compact.
(iii) There exist 0 6 C < 1 and 0 6  < 1 such that
tP
1
 





1/ f t , znx , qt  f t , znx , qt  6 C
q t k  e
k e
q t k  C C t kznx  znx k
kD0


2/ f t ., 0, 0/ 6 C

for 8t
8znx , znx 2 Z nx , 8qt , qt 2 Qt , 8 2 ‚, where ‚ is an open neighborhood of ‚.
 2 N,
t
nx
(iv) df , z , qt =d is subject to (iii).
Condition M1 essentially means that the model structure f ., ' t / is uniformly exponentially
stable. It also means that the model structure has uniform exponential fading memory, that is, the
remote past inputs are forgotten at an exponential rate.
Suppose now that a set of measurements collected from the system (14) is available:
.
D D ¹e
q t ,ét , t D 1, 2, : : : , T º
and the PE method [26] is used for the identification of a model of the system (14). This model,
c D M.b
denoted by M
/, is of the form (15) and is identified solving the following optimization
problem:
b
 D arg min JT ./
2‚

JT ./ D

T

1 X1
e t ./2
T t D1 2

t
where e t ./ D ét b́tM is the PE of the model M./, being b́M
the prediction given by M./, and
kk is the `2 norm. Lemma 3.1 of [35] can now be reported.

Lemma 3.1 [35]
Let the system (14) be subject to Condition S3. Let the model structure f ., ' t / be subject to
Condition M1. Then,
2
1
sup jJT ./  EN e t ./ j ! 0,
2
2‚
Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Lemma 3.1 holds, in general, for nonlinear systems, whereas a simplified version of it for linear
systems is given by Lemma 8.2 in [26]. This version is based on Condition D1 in [26] which, in the
present context, can be formulated as follows:
Condition D1 [26]
(i) e
q t is a bounded input signal.
(ii) w t is an i.i.d. random variable with zero mean and bounded moments of order 4 C ı, for some
ı > 0.
(iii) The system (14) is stable, that is
X1
ht < 1
t D1

t

t

n´

where h , t D 1, 2, : : :, h 2 R is the system impulse response.
(iv) e
q t and ét are jointly quasi-stationary (see [26]).
Lemma 8.2 of [26] also uses the notion of uniformly stable model structure, which is a simplified
version of Condition M1 for linear systems (see [26] for details).
Lemma 8.2 [26]
Let the system (14) be linear and subject to Condition D1. Let the model structure f ., ' t / W  2
‚ be uniformly stable. Then,
2
1
sup jJT ./  EN e t ./ j ! 0,
2
2‚

w.p.1 as

T ! 1.

An important corollary of Lemma 8.2 is the following.
Theorem 8.2 [26]
Let the system (14) be linear and subject to Condition D1. Let the model structure f ., ' t / be
uniformly stable. Then,
b
 ! MS,

w.p.1 as

2
where M S is the set of minimizers of EN 12 e t ./ .

T !1

Under the additional conditions of globally identifiable model structure and informative enough
data set (see [26] for the related definitions), this lemma leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3 [26]
Let the system (14) be linear, subject to Condition D1, and g./ D f . o , /, for some  o 2 ‚. Let
the model structure f ., ' t / be subject to Condition M1 and globally identifiable. Let the data set
D be informative enough. Then, M S D ¹ o º.
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